
DAYS  →
MAY 01 (SATURDAY)      
LABOUR DAY

MAY 09 (SUNDAY)      
MOTHERS' DAY

MAY 31 (MONDAY)      
ANTI- TOBACCO 
DAY

CLASS ↓
(Activities to be conducted 
in 1st week of May)

(Activities to be conducted 
in 2nd week of May)

(Activities to be conducted 
in 4th week of May)

NURSERY
Important Jobs Colouring sheet 

(join dots and colour as per 
number)

Stone Painting with message. 
(message templates to be provided 

by teachers) 

Maze                                           
(How smoking leads to lack of 
energy) - ppt or pictures to be 

shown to students and talk about 
its bad affect

L.KG.
Collect the pictures of community 

helpers and make a collage

Stone Painting with message. 
(message templates to be provided 

by teachers) 

Maze                                           
(How smoking leads to lack of 
energy) - ppt or pictures to be 

shown to students and talk about 
its bad affect

U.KG.

Worksheet - match the helper with 
tool, maze helping them reach tool, 
fill the alphabets to form name of 

community Helper 

Stone Painting with message. 
(message templates to be provided 

by teachers) 

Maze                                           
(How smoking leads to lack of 
energy) - ppt or pictures to be 

shown to students and talk about 
its bad affect

I Word search puzzle & Word 
Unscramble

Stone Painting with message. 
(message templates to be provided 

by teachers) 

Word Jumble or Cross word 
(smoking affects on body parts)

II Word search puzzle & Word 
Unscramble

Stone Painting with message. 
(message templates to be provided 

by teachers) 

Word Jumble or Cross word 
(smoking affects on body parts)

III Appreciation Card for community 
helpers using Adjectives

Cook without fire                    
(breakfast for mom)

Design a No smoking T-shirt

IV Appreciation Card for community 
helpers using Adjectives

Cook without fire                    
(breakfast for mom)

Design a No smoking T-shirt

V Appreciation Card for community 
helpers using Adjectives

Cook without fire                    
(breakfast for mom)

Burning a Hole in a pocket - Maths 
activity.

VI
Gift happiness (any form) and say 
thankyou to 2 community helpers 

in your neighbourhood.                           
Click a selfie and post it

Shake your leg / Match the beat       
(make a video clip of 30 sec with 

your mom)

Burning a Hole in a pocket - Maths 
activity.

VII
Gift happiness (any form) and say 
thankyou to 2 community helpers 

in your neighbourhood.                           
Click a selfie and post it

Shake your leg / Match the beat       
(make a video clip of 30 sec with 

your mom)

Demonstrate the potential harmful 
effects of smoking with a simple 

experiment. - Science Dept.

VIII
ABC OF LABOUR DAY         

(PPT followed by online quiz using 
Google forms) - Social Science 

dept. 

Do Meditation and Yoga with your 
mom for 30 mints.                                      

(click pictures of 5 different yoga 
poses with her)

Demonstrate the potential harmful 
effects of smoking with a simple 

experiment. - Science Dept.

IX
ABC OF LABOUR DAY         

(PPT followed by online quiz using 
Google forms) - Social Science 

dept. 

Do Meditation and Yoga with your 
mom for 30 mints.                                      

(click pictures of 5 different yoga 
poses with her)

Teach refusal techniques through 
conversation activity *

X
ABC OF LABOUR DAY         

(PPT followed by online quiz using 
Google forms) - Social Science 

dept. 

Do Meditation and Yoga with your 
mom for 30 mints.                                      

(click pictures of 5 different yoga 
poses with her)

Teach refusal techniques through 
conversation activity *

XI N.A. N.A. No smoking Poster
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